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Eric Liddell Are You Ready Little Lights Amazon.co.uk - Nevertheless the Eric Liddell story including standing for what he believed even when it was hard and a successful man moving to China for the gospel and ultimately dying has generated good conversation. I recommend the book if you are making a collection of Little Lights Books but it isn't my first little lights recommendation. Are you ready the true story of Eric Liddell and the Olympic Games another volume in the popular Little Lights Series a beautiful and sturdy hardcover set which provides wonderful first books about exemplary Christians in church history for children 3-8 years of age. Eric Liddell Are You Ready the True Story of Eric - Eric Liddell Are You Ready the True Story of Eric Liddell and the Olympic Games another volume in the popular Little Lights Series a beautiful and sturdy hardcover set which provides wonderful first books about exemplary Christians in church history for children 3-8 years of age.
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